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Lattice imaging has been applied to the study of short-range order in alloys 

since an unequivocal structural description of this phenomenon has previously been 
hampered by ambigu~ty o;f interpretation of diffraction patterns (1) and high resolu
tion dark field images'(2). For satisfactory int~rpretadon of the fringe images 
the experimental datawerecompared with images simulated from many beam dynamical 
calculations. Cu3Au was chosen as a model material for this purpose. The ordering 
transformation is fcc + Ll2, alternate {200} planes in the latter containing all 
copper atoms and copper and gold in equal proportions.· The periodicity of such 
atomic planes in the Ll2 structure is therefore twice that of the disordered alloy, 
giving rise to the well-known extra superlattice reflections in diffraction patterns, 
and this superperiodicity is the one found in the corresponding lattice image. 

The factors which influence the appearance of the {100} fringes were determined 
from theoretical considerations. Dynamical theory(3) was applied to calculate the 
amplitudes of up to seven beam5iin the [lOO]isystematic row~~ fully ordered Cu3Au 
taking into account deviations from the exact Bragg condition, for all reflections 
involved. The number of electron beams used to form the image was taken as either 
two (imaging with the primary and (100) reflections) or three (imaging with the 
primary, (100) superlattice and (200) fundamental reflections). The latter was 
found to give the best conditions for optimum visibility of the (100) lattice 
fringes. The exact conditions are g(200)s=O with the (100) beam exactly parallel 
to the optical ax~.i5 an~ with fpils 300A thick. ~hese were aimed for experimentally. 
As found in previous studies, the fringe contrast is periodic with depth, but loses 
intensity due to aosotption in thicker foils. Calculatio~s were also performed to 
simulate phase ch~ftge~lbetWeen the diffracted beams :cause~ by! spherical aberration 
and different defects of focus R (R was defined as the distance of focus from the 
bottom surface of the specimen, overfocus (R>O) is obtained by increasing the ob
jective lens current). The variation of visibility (V) of (100) fringes as a func
tion of overfocus is shown in Fig. 1. It appears that at certain focus settings 
weak (200) fringes should also be detected in fully ordered Cu3Au. This effect is 
also predicted when only the primary and superlattice beams ate used for imaging 
although it is not as pronounced in this mode. In practice the visibility of the 
fringes rapidly decreases with overfocus from the best imaging condition (Fig. 2) 
and (200) fringes were not detected. 

The three beam imaging mode is particularly advantageous for studying partially 
ordered specimens since ordered and disordered material may be imaged simultaneously. 
An ordered region should exhibit the periodicity of the super .. lattice, whereas dis
ordered material will have the periodicity of the fundamental.lattice. The relative 
contrast of alternate (200) fringes in an ordered domain was shown theoretically to 
be a function of the d~gree of order but quantitiative interpretation is complicated 
by strong dependence on the overfocus (4) and the position of the domain within the 
foil (Fig. 3). The calculations indicate that ordered domains positioned at the 
top and bottom of the foil surface should not be detected whereas visibility is 
maximum in the center. Fig. 4 illustrates simultaneous imaging of ordered domains 
(~25A in diameter) in a disordered matrix. It can be seen th~t alternate fringes 
in the domain are stronger, but the absolute intensity varies from one domain to 
another. The significance of these results relative to a physical picture of 
ordered alloys will be discussed. 
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FIG. 1 Calculated lattice fringes in an 
ordered 300A Cu3Au foil. R = overfocus, 
V = visibility of (100) fringes assuming 
l.OA resolution limit. 

FIG. 2 Lattice image of (100) planes 
in orde;ed Cu3Au (a) best image with 
R = 320A (b) with overfocus increased 
by 23.:\. 
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FIG. 3 Calculated lattice fringes in a 
300l Cu3Au foil containing a SOA fully 
.ordered region (hatched area) in dif
ferent positions in a disordered matrix. 

FIG. 4 · Lattice image of partially 
ordered Cu3Au, with (100) periodicity 
in ordered domains and (200) periodicity 
in disordered matrix. 
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..---------LEGAL NOTICE-----------. 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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